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2. INTRODUCTION 

The South African Wind Energy Association welcomes the Economic Policy Paper. The 

comments will focus on Chapter 2 – Modernising Network Industries. The National Treasury 

Economic Policy Paper is outlining several ways to make SA more competitive. Renewable 

energy has a significant role to play in ensuring South Africa more competitive. The tariffs for 

renewable energy have reduced drastically over the past 4 bidding rounds. Wind energy has 

dropped by 59 % and BW 4 projects averaged at 62c/ kwh. Such low electricity prices enable 

South Africa to improve its competitiveness which is a major contributor to economic growth.  

3. RESTRUCTURING OF THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY 

The paper clearly acknowledges that Eskom’s current business model is unsustainable, and its 

contingent liabilities pose a significant burden on the fiscus. SAWEA believes that unbundling 

of Eskom and establishment of an independent transmission company will play a significant 

role in liberalization of the electricity supply industry. The industry association believes that 

the independent transmission company will apply fair practices in procurement of power 

without favour or prejudice. The industry has faced big challenges in dealing with the national 

power utility in its current form. The biggest challenge with Eskom being a single buyer office 

is that Eskom would be more inclined to prioritise its own generation over independent power 

producers. This was quite evident when Eskom refused to sign PPAs for BW 4, which resulted 

in a 3-year long impasse. This period totally hurt the industry, affected investor confidence and 

delayed R80 billion investment into the South African economy and resulted in closure of 

several manufacturing facilities that had been set up to supply the renewable energy local 

content. To this effect, the wind industry supports the policy paper’s recommendation to revive 

the discussions around Independent System and Market Operator Bill, which was put on hold 

in 2015 due to electricity supply challenges at the time.    

4. LEAST COST UNCONSTRAINED IRP 

In terms of electricity planning, the industry commends the Policy Paper’s clear stance on the 

need to use the unconstrained least cost scenario as a basis for planning electricity supply in 

the country. Further to this the industry submits that any policy adjustments should be properly 

costed in order to give a clear indication of the level of deviation from least cost.  

The wind energy sector contribution to the power mix is quite significant. To date in South 

Africa there are 34 wind farms at various stages of development, with more than 1365 wind 

turbines generators equalling 3672MW installed capacity of which 1980 MW is fully 

operational. The wind industry has invested R80.6bn in the South African energy generation 

capacity. The REIPPPP is bringing renewable energy to the National grid fast and cheaper than 

new-build coal. Construction times for projects average less than two years, and the electricity 

price paid to projects has declined 59% over the 4 bidding rounds and is approximately 40% 

less than forecast prices for Eskom’s new-build coal plants Kusile and Medupi. Due to this 

drastic cost reduction, wind energy is firmly embedded in the least cost energy mix.  



5. WIND INDUSTRY PLAN TO MAXIMISE LOCALISATION 

Since the REIPPPP was launched in 2011, international and local investors were attracted by 

transparent regulations, targeting to procure clean energy at a competitive price, but not 

forgetting to address South African priorities such as economic development. The continuity 

of the program enabled the manufacturers and contractors to invest in South Africa, not only 

to serve the demands of the local market, but also to create a hub of capabilities and capacity 

to target the entire sub-Saharan region. Due to the fact that the renewable energy industry in 

South Africa and the sub-Saharan Africa region is still emerging, the players in the market have 

invested time, effort and significant funds to establish a foundation which enables the industry 

to respond to market demand in a timely manner with local staff and as far as possible for local 

manufacturing, as well as contractor services. The clarity of the policy created an environment 

which enables investors, manufacturers and contractors to take bold decisions to invest in South 

Africa. These decisions were obviously based on the early success of the REIPPPP, but also 

on trust in the economy, people and government of South Africa. 

As alluded to earlier on, the impasse on signing PPAs of REIPPPP round 4 had a negative 

impact on the establishment of local manufacturing capacity. The direct impact was felt first in 

the tower and smaller component producing industry in South Africa, where blue as well as 

white collar workers had to be retrenched, or planned head count increases were delayed or 

cancelled. Companies which were planning to invest in the transportation and construction 

sector addressing specific needs of the renewable energy industry had to postpone or cancel 

planned investments. OEMs and contractors targeting the sub-Saharan or even entire African 

market were starting to reconsider where the right hub for addressing this market might be. 

Engineering services companies which invested in generating smart solutions in South Africa 

for South Africa, such as smart concrete tower solutions to generate jobs also in remote 

locations and to increase local content as much as possible, had to rearrange their focus. 

However, with the signing of the REIPPPP round 4 PPAs in 2018, a momentum has been 

created which should be fully utilized to generate maximum value when it comes to localization 

and industry growth. Fortunately investments have been approved to ramp up the local tower 

manufacturing facilities again to serve the demand of local steel towers; fortunately certain 

companies producing other important equipment, for example, tower internals for wind 

turbines or site parts have been patient, waiting for the first orders afters initial investments had 

been committed. Those companies and their employees have benefited from the signing of the 

PPAs, and their confidence is further strengthened by the latest draft IRP indications of 

consistent roll-out of wind energy until 2030. 

The momentum generated should be utilized to invest in a supply chain which is serving a 

stable, predicable, reliable and sustainable market. Cranes to install wind turbines should be 

procured and localized to serve the South African market. Trailers and other transportation 

equipment should follow the same path. The target should not be to build up a single supplier 

in South Africa able to localize specific services or supply specific components, but to create 

a healthy industry driving down the cost and by so doing enabling global competitiveness of 

our local industry.  Certain investments would be too late to still serve the round 4 projects, but 



others will still generate localized value to the round 4 projects, provided that there is a stable 

and consistent demand beyond round 4.  

Looking at the mid-term perspective, the DRAFT IRP 2018 Update shows a wind power 

demand of 14.4 GW beyond round 4 until 2030. This is very promising for the industry, and if 

this has to be realised according to the plan, and considering a typical construction time of 24 

month of a wind energy project, procurement of Round 5 should commence as soon as IRP is 

approved.  For procurement and production of localized components to be finalized before 

COD of round 4 projects the industry needs to sustain continuity of existing manufacturing 

facilities and this hinges on policy certainty ad continuous procurement.   

The ramp up of an industry takes time, and localization of production takes 12 – 36 months 

depending on the complexity of the service or component. A gradual ramp up would be 

required to ensure maximized local content, maintaining required quality levels as well as 

protecting the environment, health and safety. The closing of the procurement gap and the 

annual allocation of 1600MW per annum until 2030, will enable the industry to maintain 

services, equipment and expertise. This will go a long way in fulfilling the ambition of South 

Africa and active OEMs in South Africa to create a sustainable industry by localizing as well 

as further expanding local capabilities and expertise. As a second step it could be discussed to 

increase incentives to localize production in South Africa for export business to maximize 

volumes, achieve economies of scale and drive cost competitiveness.  

6. THE NEED FOR CLEAR REGULATIONS ON WHEELING OF POWER 

The policy paper points to the need for regulations to be introduced in the industrial sector to 

gain access to the grid and to permit wheeling of electricity. This position is supported by the 

wind energy industry. South Africa’s REIPPP programme successfully stimulated the 

development of renewable energy generation options. However, the REIPPP only addresses 

utility scale RE plant with Eskom as the sole off-taker there are other opportunities for 

Distributed Generation (“DG”) RE plants to supply private as well as local government 

customers. Experience in the rest of the world has demonstrated that bilateral transactions, 

based on willing buyer and willing seller principles, can therefore serve as another important 

stimulus in the development of new Wind and PV generation sources. This approach does not 

require a centralised procurement programme and neither does the off-taker need to be a public 

entity. This should facilitate a transaction between private generators and private off-takers. 

This should further stimulate economic growth as large consumers of electricity (Intensive 

Energy User Group) can procure from private generators at competitive rates. Therefore the 

industry would like to emphasise the need for clear regulations on wheeling agreements.  

 

 

 



7. WIND INDUSTRY POTENTIAL FOR JOB CREATION AND GDP 

CONTRIBUTION 

Wind energy has potential to contribute massively to South African economy in various ways. 

The CSIR conducted an analysis on the wind energy impacts of the economic impacts of wind 

energy. In terms of job creation potential of wind energy, if the country deploys 1.5GW of 

wind energy per annum until 2030, the sector can potentially create 16000 to 18000 direct 

construction phase jobs per annum and 400 direct operation and maintenance jobs per annum, 

which cumulatively results in 3800 direct O&M Jobs by 2030 and if already existing O&M 

jobs created from REIPPPP round 1 to 4 are added, the total comes to 4800. So, based on the 

CSIR analysis, the wind energy industry can create (conservatively) more than 18000 direct 

jobs per annum if deployed at 1.5 GW per annum. The upper end of the jobs can be achieved 

with increased local content. The direct wind energy jobs are created in the following sectors 

of the economy: construction; manufacturing; finance, professional & business services and 

transportation and logistics. 

 
 

The wind energy sector does not only impact the above-mentioned sectors that it directly 

contracts in delivering wind projects. The development in the sector also impacts other sector 

within its value chains of our suppliers. If our first-tier suppliers contract their suppliers in 

order to deliver wind projects, the sector the contributes to job creation and supporting of 

existing jobs in these sub-sectors. The CSIR models accounts for these as indirect jobs. These 

jobs are spread out to even more sectors, including mining and extraction; manufacturing; 

sales; utilities; transportation and logistics; finance, professional & business services etc. The 

graph below indicates that the wind sector can create between 20000 and 25000 indirect jobs 

per annum, depending on the level of localisation. Over and above these, the sector also 

supports creation of induced jobs, where the workers earning from the wind sector spend 

money within the economy. These include spending within the travel and tourism sector (air 

travel, ground travel, accommodation), retail, etc. The CSIR modelling suggests that these jobs 

can be anything from 18000 to 20000 per annum 



 

With regards to GDP impacts, the sector has the potential to contribute a total of about R20 

Billion per annum if 1.5 GW is deployed annually. This can be broken down to R5 Billion 

direct GDP per annum, 7.5 Billion indirect GDP an R7.2 billion induced GDP.  

 

 

With these figures SAWEA is demonstrating support for the Economic Policy White Paper, as 

wind energy has the potential to grow the south African economy though job creation and GDP 

contribution.  
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8. SUMMARY 

• The South African Wind Energy Association welcomes the Economic Policy Paper. 

The comments will focus on Chapter 2 – Modernising Network Industries.  

• The wind industry supports the policy paper’s recommendation to revive the 

discussions around Independent System and Market Operator Bill, which was put on 

hold in 2015 due to electricity supply challenges at the time. 

• the industry commends the Policy Paper’s clear stance on the need to use the 

unconstrained least cost scenario as a basis for planning electricity supply in the 

country. 

• With policy certainty and procurement continuity, the wind industry can maximise 

localisation opportunities, contribute to industrial development and job creation. 

• The policy paper points to the need for regulations to be introduced in the industrial 

sector to gain access to the grid and to permit wheeling of electricity. This position is 

supported by the wind energy industry. 

• Based on 1.6GW per annum roll-out, the sector can potentially create 16000 to 18000 

direct construction phase jobs per annum and 400 direct operation and maintenance 

jobs per annum, in the construction; manufacturing; finance, professional & business 

services and transportation and logistics sectors.  

• With regards to GDP impacts, the sector has the potential to contribute a total of about 

R20 Billion per annum if 1.5 GW is deployed annually. This can be broken down to R5 

Billion direct GDP per annum, 7.5 Billion indirect GDP an R7.2 billion induced GDP.  

 


